
A game built on a 17th century recently re-discovered Chinese trading map.

A Gilbert & Batchelor Design

Families of the Ming Dynasty, The year is 1620, wealth abounds in the coastal 
trading cities of the great Ming but rumors are rife that the Manchu may invade over the 
Great Wall and topple the empire.  Your family name is in jeopardy of being forgotten forever 
in the books of history.  Silver from Japan and the Americas is moving through merchant net-
works, and the Ming needs it to stabilize its currency.  To keep your family strong, build trad-
ing networks across the Dong Hai or Eastern Sea.  Sell rice, iron and silk from the ports you 
control, and bring silver back to the empire to gain greater leverage.  Use the profits of trade 
to gain influence in the provinces of the Ming before crisis envelops them.   Look for the best 
exchange rate and accumulate good fortune as you attempt to survive and prosper through 
the unpredictable events that await you and your rivals.

Fujian Trader
A game played using a recently discovered seventeenth-century 

trading map of East Asia once owned by a Chinese merchant family.



A game built on a 17th century recently re-discovered Chinese trading map.

• Game board of Selden’s map
• Event cards (7 Events, 3 Manchu Move)
• Fortune cards (64) 
• Player buildings
• 5 ships (1 per player)
• 24 port cards 
• 17 province cards 
• 1 dragon (the Manchu dragon)
• Silver pieces 
• Colored goods pieces (Gray: iron,  White: rice, Blue: silk) 
• 1 six-sided color die (for rolling for regions)
• 2 six-sided numbered (in Chinese) dice
• 5 pouches for storing silver
• 5 exchange rate legend cards
 

Components

   

Images (from top):  port cards, province cards, player ship, player building, goods, 
Manchu dragon, Fortune cards, Event cards



A game built on a 17th century recently re-discovered Chinese trading map.
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This is Selden’s Map of China, once used 
by a merchant Chinese trading family 
like yourself. The map contains 24 ports 
and 17 provinces.  Your goal is to have 
the most influence by the end of the 
game by controlling ports and routes, 
and by storing silver. 

There are six different port regions on 
the map. Each region produces goods 
(silk, rice and/or iron) based on what 
raw materials are grown or moving 
through that region.   Every port on the 
map produces two goods. Each region 
also has a unique exchange rate based 
on the demand for the good in that 
region.

The game begins with every player re-
ceiving a set of starting ports (based on 
the number of players) and the goods 
that are produced at those ports. Each 
player also begings with two Fortunes 
from the Fortune card deck. Once play-
ers have their ports, each gets to place 
his ship on one of the ports he owns. 
This will be where the player begins his 
venture. 

To achieve the most amount of influence, you must first get silver. The fastest way to get silver is to 
sell goods at ports. You can move your ship up to three spaces (you must stay along the routes on 
the map) to get to a new port.  When deciding where to move, you should look for the best 
exchange rate so that you can get as much silver as you can on a turn. Players can ONLY sell iron 
at ports designated as arsenals (surrounded by gray).

The production of goods is based on the rolling of the colored die at the beginning of each 
player’s turn.  Once a player rolls the colored die, the color that the die lands on determines the 
region that is producing goods at that moment. Every player who owns a port in the region rolled 
collects goods. 

Game Overview
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Players can also attack other players’ ports by waging 1 unit of rice and 1 unit of iron, and then 
adding more iron to increase their chances.  Players who do not own any iron producing ports 
can attack with 4 units of food. To wage an attack on a port a player must be on the port he de-
sires (either moving there or starting there) and must attempt an attack before he does anything 
else.  A player can ONLY sell goods if he wins the battle.

Once a player has enough silver, she can move to Fujian and purchase a province.  Owning a 
province allows players to collect either silk or silver at the beginning of every turn until the 
Manchu invasion. Provinces also provide special abilities to players, increasing defense, move-
ment,and ability to attack. Owning a province also allows players to store silver, which translates 
into influence points at the end of the game and is protected from other players’ thieving hands. 
Provinces are divided into three zones; white, light gray and dark gray. The zones correspond 
to the order that the provinces fall after the Manchu invade. White provinces fall first, but allow 
players to store silver at any time until the Manchu invasion begins. Light gray only allows play-
ers to store silver during the first round of the invasion. However, it also lets players that control 
those provinces sell their iron during this one round at an exchange rate of 1 iron for 1 silver at 
any port on the map. Dark gray falls last, enabling owners to store silver on the second to last 
round of the game. 

Based on the Yiching, the 64 individual fortunes provide players with unique opportunities for 
changing their fate. At the end of every turn a player can purchase up to 2 fortunes. Each fortune 
can be purchased with two different types of goods (e.g.1 rice and 1 iron, or 1 silk and 1 iron). 
A player can play up to two fortune cards on his turn. Some fortune cards can be used at other 
times to defend against an attack or to negotiate settlements and peace. 

At each round (except the first round) an event will occur. An Event card is exposed and that 
event goes into play for the entire round. Some events like war and a rice famine change the 
exchange rate in a specific region. Once the 5th round of the game has been played there is a 
chance that the Manchu will begin their move toward the Ming Empire. Once 3 Manchu cards 
are revealed, the Manchu invasion begins.

The Manchu invasion marks the last three rounds of the game. The Manchu dragon moves into 
Beijing, taking down zone 1 provinces. On round 2 of the invasion, the dragon moves to Nan-
jing. Provinces in zone 2 are no longer controlled, but previous owners can sell iron at 1 to 1. 
Finally, the dragon enters Fujian marking the last round of the game and taking down zone 3 
provinces.

The game ends after the third round of the Manchu invasion. Players count up their ports, 
routes, stored and un-stored silver and their goods and fortune cards and translate these into 
influence points. The player with the most amount of influence wins.
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         Influence points    Controlled or owned at the end of the game

All ports in the same color region

A route

A port,1 stored silver, 2 unstored silver,
5 of the same good, 3 unused fortune cards


